I THINK I need scarcely emphasise the honour which I feel it to have been invited to deliver a Honyman Gillespie lecture. In one respect I at first fancied myself to be more fortunate than some of the other speakers in the series must have been, for I thought that at least I should not find it difficult to avoid reference to the subject of animal experimentation. He towards myself, and I trust I shall be believed when I say that the converse is?or at least that I earnestly try to make it?also true.
The Goodenough Committee (1944) Of the various problems to which the Dean, or other administrative authority, of a Medical School must devote a good deal of his attention, that of the selection of students for entry to the School is one of the most urgent and time-consuming. Unfortunately it is also, for reasons which will be discussed below, one of the most unsatisfactory. Of the urgency of the task, and also of its magnitude, there can be no doubt, for, whatever be the number of places available in the School, it is certain that the number of applicants will be far in excess of this. As to the reasons underlying the phenomenal increase in numbers which has taken place within the last few years there is perhaps little point in arguing, since the situation, whatever the reasons for it may be, is simply one which has got to be faced up to, and dealt with on whatever lines appear to be the most rational to the authorities of the particular School concerned. Among factors which have been suggested, however, there may be mentioned (Roberts, 1948) in relation to any individual, and the investigation plays no part in the University's own selection of students or in the subsequent treatment of those admitted. The two procedures are running in parallel, and it will not be for a period of years that it will be known whether the two have been found to correlate, and, if so, how far. It is particularly important that this should be appreciated, not only because it is clearly the only reasonable attitude to be taken towards an investigation whose object is to establish the validity, or invalidity, of certain procedures, but because the students themselves must be made to realise this in order to avoid on the one hand their deliberately refusing to take part in the investigation, and on the other hand their indulging in some sort of cramming or coaching beforehand, although I understand the tests are so designed as to minimise this latter effect as much as possible.
The investigation which I take to be along similar lines, but restricted to medical students, that is at present being conducted by the Medical Research Council, has been described by Harris (1948 Johnson's (1949) 
